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INTRODUCTION:

Ever since the advent of Windows Programming, people have succeeded in bringing
computer to their respective languages. But the concept of fonts has restricted Multilingual
Computing to Multilingual Word Processing only. This can be attributed to the fact that the
fonts only map a typical ASCII sequence into one of the characters in a typical language. This
paper, looks at some of the key issues involved in the coding of Multilingual characters, and
introduces, as a case study, Tamil computing with the help of a new protocol, called
PANDITHAM (Protocol for ApplicatioNs Development In THAmizh and Multilingual
Computing).

This protocol, which is truly multilingual, helps realize Telephone directories in
Thamizh, makes the machine read Thamizh text, facilitates the design of Character Oriented
Thamizh Word Processor.  This paper also critically looks at the performance of other Encoding
schemes like Glyph based encoding, UNICODE, Consonant Vowel scheme, vis-a-vis
PANDITHAM. This protocol which is character oriented, is optimal in the sense that it
consumes only fewer bytes as warranted by the language.

PHONETIC CHARACTER ENCODING SCHEME
In this coding scheme, apart from consonants and vowels, a composite phonetic letter

will also be given a code. We treat Thamizh language as made up of two logical languages,
namely, pure Thamizh and Granth (vadamozhi) Thamizh.  Refer to Tables I & II for Tamil
phonetic character encoding. Since, the number of phonetically differing characters in a
language are likely to exceed 128, we may have to use some control characters of ASCII as
well.  This calls for a Protocol rather than a simple Encoding scheme. Hence, this section
introduces a relevant Protocol namely, PANDITHAM.

PANDITHAM

BASIC PRINCIPLES:

- Most of the languages have lexical order associated with their letters. Hence, for each letter
we can associate the lexical order number itself as part of coding the letter. Refer to Table I
for Tamil letter coding in PANDITHAM. One finds that,

PANDITHAM ('`') = Lexical_order('`')+ 8    = 1 + 8 = 9 (09H)

PANDITHAM ('[f') = 247 + 8 = 255 (FFH)
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Interestingly, PANDITHAM makes use of an 8-bit code; out of the 256 possible codes that can
be thought of, 247 have been assigned already starting from 9 (09H) to 255 (FFH). The
remaining 9 bytes 0 (00H) to 8 (08H) are to be used either as PANDITHAM Control and/or
characters meant for punctuation.
By definition, a Multilingual string may have a combination of letters from more than one
language; hence, we first standardize the language aspect, namely, language codes.

We now look at standardization and meaning of PANDITHAM Control and/or Punctuation
characters.
- Start of the string: The control character DLC (02H), shall be followed by the code of the

language of the ensuing string.
- Change of Language: The change can be in two different ways.
Way 1: The switching of language is such that at least 2 characters are there in the new

language.
In this case, once again DLC is used in a similar way.

Way 2: The switching is momentary in nature; i.e., only one character temporarily changes to a
new language, and the rest follows the previous language itself. To denote such an occurrence,
we shall use the control character MLC (03h) to be followed by the language code.
- Termination of the string: The NULL character (i.e., 00H) shall serve the purpose.
- Frequently used de-limiting characters: Out of the 256 characters, we have already made use

of three control characters, namely, DLC, MLC and NULL. The rest can in fact be used to
codify letters of various languages. As an instance, the 247 Tamil letters shall be pushed in,
and the remaining 6 can be used for codifying frequently used punctuation marks.

PANDITHAM Table I - Pure Thamizh Coding
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 NUL SP DLC MLC ÿ , -
1 ã ä å æ å÷ ç è è£
2 «è£ ªè÷ è¢ é¢ é£ é¤ é¦ ±
3 ê ê£ ê¤ ê¦ ² Å ªê «ê
4 ë¦ ³ Æ ªë «ë ¬ë ªë£ «ë£
5 ªì «ì ¬ì ªì£ «ì£ ªì÷ ì¢ í
6 ªí£ «í£ ¬í÷ í¢ î î£ î¤ î¦
7 î¢ ï ï£ ï¤ ï¦ ¸ Ë ªï
8 ð¤ ð¦ ¹ Ì ªð «ð ¬ð ªð£
9 Í ªñ «ñ ¬ñ ªñ£ «ñ£ ªñ÷ ñ¢
A ¬ò ªò£ «ò£ ªò÷ ò¢ ó ó£ ó¤
B ªó÷ ó¢ ô ô£ ô¤ ô¦ ½ Ö
C õ£ õ¤ õ¦ ¾ × ªõ «õ ¬õ
D ¿ Ø ªö «ö ¬ö ªö£ «ö£ ªö÷
E «÷ ¬÷ ª÷£ «÷£ ª÷÷ ÷¢ ø ø£
F «ø£ ªø÷ ø¢ ù ù£ ù¤ ù¦ Â
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8 9 A B C D E F
0 . Ü DLC MLC ÿ , -
1 è¤ è¦ ° Ã ªè «è£ ¬è ªè£
2 Ä ªé «é ¬é ªé£ «é£ ªé÷ é¢
3 ¬ê ªê£ «ê£ ªê÷ ê¢ ë ë£ ë¤
4 ªë÷ ë¢ ì ì£ ® ¯ ´ Ç
5 í£ í¤ í¦ µ È ªí «í ¬í
6 ¶ É ªî «î ¬î ªî£ «î£ ªî÷
7 «ï ¬ï ªï£ «ï£ ªï÷ ï¢ ð ð£
8 «ð£ ªð÷ ð¢ ñ ñ£ ñ¤ ñ¦ º
9 ò ò£ ò¤ ò¦ » Î ªò «ò
A ó¦ ¼ Ï ªó «ó ¬ó ªó£ «ó£
B ªô «ô ¬ô ªô£ «ô£ ªô÷ ô¢ õ
C ªõ£ «õ£ ªõ÷ õ¢ ö ö£ ö¤ ö¦
D ö¢ ÷ ÷£ ÷¤ ÷¦ À Ù ª÷
E ø¤ ø¦ Á Ú ªø «ø ¬ø ªø£
F Û ªù «ù ¬ù ªù£ «ù£ ªù÷ ù¢

PANDITHAM Table II - Grantha Thamizh Coding

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 NUL SP DLC MLC

1.....
B
C ý¤ ý¦ ý§ ý¨ ªý «ý ¬ý ªý£
D û¨ ªû «û ¬û ªû£ «û£ ªû÷ û¢
E ¬ú ªú£ «ú£ ªú÷ ú¢ ü ü£ ü¤
F «ü÷ ü¢ þ þ£ þ¤ þ¦ þ§ þ¨

8 9 A B C D E F
0 NUL SP DLC MLC

1.....
B  ý ý£
C ý¤ ý¦ ý§ ý¨ ªý «ý ¬ý ªý£
D û¨ ªû «û ¬û ªû£ «û£ ªû÷ û¢
E ¬ú ªú£ «ú£ ªú÷ ú¢ ü ü£ ü¤
F «ü÷ ü¢ þ þ£ þ¤ þ¦ þ§ þ¨
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DESIGN OF LANGAUAGE AND FONT DATABASE

Any multilingual data processing should be based on the language and not on fonts,
which are vulnerable to change. To facilitate this, a database is to be maintained, in the
WinSysPath/language directory. The two main tables are the Language database and the Font
database. The Language database consists of details like Unique Language Code, Language
name, Classification, and Weight. The languages are classified into 3 categories based on the
amount of storage requirements. The first category comprises of languages like English, which
occupy single byte/character. The best example of second category would be Japanese language,
which require 2 bytes/character.  The language Thamizh comes under the third category, whose
storage requirement lies in between 1 and 2 bytes/character (on the average 1.1 bytes/character).
This extra 0.1 is basically due to the presence of infrequently used Thamizh characters (Grantha
characters).

The font database stores a unique font code, font name and the language to which it
belongs. Apart from these, a default font database is also maintained.

STRUCTURE OF DATABASE
The structure of the above mentioned database is described below:

Private Type Lang /* Language Record Structure */
    LangCode As Byte /* Unique Language Code */
    LangName As String /* Language Name */
    Weight As Byte /* Language Weight for sorting */
Classification As Byte /*1 English Like, 2 Japanese Like, 3 Thamizh Like */
End Type
Private Type Fonts /* Font Record Structure */
    FontCode As Byte /* Unique Font Code */
    FontName As String /* Name of the Font */
    LangCode As Byte /* Language it belongs to */
End Type
Private Type Defa /* Default Font Record Structure */
    LangCode As Byte
    FontCode As Byte
End Type

In Tamil, we do have a mix up of pure Tamil (Tamil-1) letters and Infrequently used Grantha
Tamil    (Tamil-2) letters. Refer to Tables I and II for PANDITHAM Tamil and Infrequently
used Tamil tables. Let the language codes of Tamil-1 and Tamil-2, be 08h and 09h, respectively.
Ex. 1: Name:    óé¢èó£üù¢
Coding Scheme for the Name:
        DLC TM1    ó é¢  è  ó£   MLC TM2  ü ù¢  SP DLC ASC R . NULL
Where, SP = Blank Space

ADVANTAGES:
- Uniqueness of Code: The language code in conjunction with the PANDITHAM code

uniquely specifies a character. For example, two bytes that account for the Tamil letter k are
08h and 16h, respectively.
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- No Kerning Problem: Since there are no glyphs, no chance of kerning problem.
- Speech Synthesis: PANDITHAM defines speech units, each of which symbolizes the

sound of a human utterance.  These discrete speech units could be joined to regenerate the
speech in such a way that the joins are not evident, using Digital Signal Processing.

- Simple and elegant sorting: Since, PANDITHAM tables assign values for various letters in
the lexical order, a simple byte by byte comparison of two different strings tell us which
should precede the other, in the case of Monolingual strings. It makes no sense to compare
simply bytes of letters in the case of Multilingual strings. We can make the comparison of
weights of languages as the basis for comparing multilingual strings.

Ex. 2: Name_1 =  Ü¼í¢     and         Name_2 =    Üð¢ðó¢
PANDITHAM representation,

Name_1: DLC TM1 09h A9h 63h Null
                                            | <= Differ here
Name_2: DLC TM1 09h 8Ah 7Eh B1h Null

Name_1 > Name_2 [Since A9h > 8Ah].
Hence, Name_2 precedes Name_1.

I.e., Üð¢ðó¢ precedes Ü¼í¢
This comparison doesn't call for parsing for identification of letters as is there in Glyph

Based Coding schemes.
Ex. 3: Name_1 = óü¤ù¤    and  Name_2 = óñ¢ð£

In this example, in Name_1, there is infrequently used Tamil mix, while Name_2 has
only pure Tamil. If we decide to have a sorting scheme which gives first preference to Tamil
and second preference to Infrequently used Tamil, and last preference to English (ASCII) we
need to assign weights as follows.
                           Weight [TM1] = 1; Weight [TM2] = 2; Weight [ASC] = 3

PANDITHAM representation of Names:
Name_1: DLC TM1 A5h MLC TM2 E7h F5h Null

                          |  <= (Language changes)
Name_2: DLC TM1 A5h 97h 7Fh Null
Weight [Common Lang.] < Weight [New Lang.]

Weight [TM1]   < Weight [TM2] (i.e. 1 < 2)
Therefore, Name_2    < Name_1.

Hence, Name_2 precedes Name_1.
I.e., óñ¢ð£ precedes  óüù¤
Ex. 4: Name_1 = Bharathi and Name_2 = pala

Name_1 = DLC ASC 42h 68h 61h 72h 74h 68h 69h NULL
                 |<= (Languages differ)
Name_2 = DLC TM1 7Fh B3h NULL
Weight [ASC] > Weight [TM1] (i.e. 3 > 1)

Hence, Name_1 succeeds Name_2.

- Flexibility in sorting: The flexibility in the sorting can be visualized by changing the weights
for different languages i.e., by setting weight[ASC ]=1 ,  weight[TM1]=3,
weight[TM2]=2,

one sees that English string goes first.
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- Truly Multilingual: This can support as many as 253 logically different languages.
This includes languages like English, Kannada, Thamizh etc., whose storage requirements are 1,
2,1.1 Bytes/Character respectively.
Considering for example, the Kannada name .v{^w¬ U_KÇ which
     stands for Krishna Reddy in English, and kiRxf]a erdfF in Tamil.

.v{^w¬ U_KÇ: in Kannada 14 Bytes
DLC KAN 10h A7h  10h 1Bh  10h 05h 10h  B3h 10h 55h Null-2

kiRxf]a erdfF: in Tamil 13 Bytes
DLC TM1 18h A9h MLC TM2 D7h 58h 01h ABh 56h 4Ch Null-1

          Krishna Reddy: in English 16 Bytes
DLC ASC 4Bh 72h 69h 73h 68h 6Eh 61h 20h 25h 56h 46h 46h 97h Null-1

Where Null-1 represents NULL character in 1 Byte and Null-2 represents the same using 2
Bytes.
It is observed that for the same information, namely, the name, its respective representation in
three different languages differs in length.

Table III provides comparison of Performance/Features of the various encoding schemes,
including PANDITHAM.

Table III: Comparison of Performance / Features of various schemes

Features
----------------

Schemes

Lingual Bytes
per

characte
r

Network
Congest
ion

Lexical
Order

Sorting

Flexibili
ty in

language
Ordering

Speech
Synthesis

Random
Processing
of  letters

7 Bit ASCII Mono
(English)

1 Very
Low

Simple No Difficult Yes

8 Bit ASCII
(Glyph based)

Bi 1-3 Very
High

Complex
&

Parsing
required

No Complex &
Parsing reqd.
&
discontinous

No

8 Bit ASCII
(CV Scheme)

Bi 1-3 High Simple No Parsing reqd.
&
discontinous

No

Unico
de

CV
Based

Multi 3.4 (for
Tamil)

Extreme
ly High

Simple No Parsing reqd No

Unique Multi 2 Very
High

Simple No Simple Yes

PANDITHAM Multi Best :

Worst:
2
Ave.:
1.1
(for
Tamil)

Low Simple Yes Simple Possible
only for
Mono-
Lingual
strings
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Features
----------------

Schemes

Character
Rendering

Rendering of
Arbirary
Strings

Kerning
Problem

Mis-Script
Problem

7 Bit ASCII Simple Yes No No

8 Bit ASCII
(Glyph based)

Simple,
But Time
consuming

Yes Yes
e.g.í¢

Yes
e.g. eci

8 Bit ASCII (CV
Scheme)

Parsing required
and Time
consuming

No
e.g. °ó¢Ýù¢

No No

Unic
ode

CV based Parsing required
and Time
consuming

No
e.g. °ó¢Ýù¢

No No

Unique Simple Yes No No
PANDITHAM Simple Yes No No

LIMITATIONS:

o When the rate of switching between languages is very high, then the overhead will be more.
In the worst case, when alternate letters of string of n characters, switch between different
languages; then the length will be 3n bytes.  This case is highly unlikely in practice. For
example, the name "Hariharan", if written as,  "bvriharn", which has a mix of Kannada,
Thamizh, English letters.

Then the length of this string will be 15 bytes; but such a multilingual string can only be
hypothetical.

o Random processing of letters: Randomly looking at a byte in a PANDITHAM string will
not tell us as to what that character is until we scan back to find the language, which could
be arbitrarily be at a larger distance.

o Conversion Issues: Any PANDITHAM string can easily be converted to Unicode string, as
PANDITHAM string tells the language(s) of the string. But to do the reverse, one will have
to check the language of the code in Unicode.

o Standardization: In order to use PANDITHAM, we need only to standardize the codes for
the languages and the respective PANDITHAM tables based on lexical ordering of phonetic
characters.

Out of our experience on lexical sorting of Tamil names, we conclude that the codes,
00 (NULL), 02 (DLC) and 03 (MLC) should not be assigned as language codes.

CONCLUSION:

This paper has proposed a new protocol called PANDITHAM, for Multilingual
computing, representing multilingual strings made up of phonetic characters. In particular,
Thamizh strings are thought of as being made up off two logical Thamizh languages, namely,
Pure Thamizh and Grantha Thamizh. This protocol switches to Double Byte Coding Scheme
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(DBCS) for those languages having more than 256 characters, like Japanese, Kannada etc. If a
Thamizh text is made up of pure Thamizh, then the storage requirement is only 1 byte per
character; in case, there is infrequently used Grantha Thamizh in it, the storage requirement is on
the average is 1.1 bytes per character.

This paper has looked at the merits and demerits of the various other techniques like
Glyph based coding, Character based encoding scheme, like UNICODE.  It will be no
exaggeration if some one says that UNICODE for Indian Languages, in its current form (i.e.
CV Based, 16-bit version of ISCII of CDAC), will be the worst for Indians.

  As a case study, Tamil names, represented in PANDITHAM protocol, have
successfully been sorted in lexical order. A multilingual text to speech synthesis engine has
been developed.  The protocol has also been used for developing a Thamizh Database
Management System and a Multilingual word processor, in its true sense, by associating
languages with fonts.
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Abstract

We consider the problem of providing the Operating System (OS) support for Tamil
input/output. This paper analyses the issues involved and discusses the details of the
implementation for achieving the above-mentioned OS support. We have modified the LINUX
kernel to perform Tamil transliteration at the terminal line driver (tty driver). This thereby
provides the user with the flexibility of using both English and Tamil interchangeably within the
terminal-based applications of LINUX. Performing transliteration at the terminal line discipline
module implies device independence. This work is first of its kind and we have not known of
any previous implementations of terminal level transliteration engines for any language. We
hope that our work will lend a new dimension for providing native language support,
particularly in UNIX like operating systems.

1. Introduction

The native language software development in computer systems has been the object of research
and work for the past many years. Most of the efforts are towards developing high level
software for native language applications. Some of these software applications even require
specialized hardware support such as the GIST (Graphics-based Information Systems
Technology) add-on cards [6]. But there has not been much progress as far as native language
support at the OS level is concerned. This is because most of the currently popular operating
systems lack the necessary features to directly support native language I/O. Our work aims at
providing the much needed OS support for Tamil I/O. For the very first time the terminal I/O
framework of UNIX like operating systems has been exploited to support native language I/O.
In this paper, we discuss the various issues involved and provide the details of implementation
for the same.

2. Issues involved

Currently the "native" language of LINUX (and many other OS) appears to be English. To
make the OS speak in the native language of the user, the OS must provide support for getting
input of the native language characters and also displaying the same. So we identify three main
issues involved in adopting a natural language for computers. They are:

1. Encoding the script or internal representation.
2. Outputting the script on display.
3. Input.

Above issues are very crucial and can have an everlasting impact on the development of the
technology.
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     Various solutions have been proposed to solve the problem of encoding native language
symbols along with the existing ASCII character set. Some solutions try to tamper with the first
128 ASCII characters to encode the native language symbols. But these could wreck havoc with
the existing systems built for a predominantly ASCII based environment. As a typical example,
file systems use some of the first 128 ASCII characters for special purposes (e.g. slash or
backslash characters are typically file path-name delimiters) and hence may run into problems.
     Presently native language input is done either using a native language keyboard or by
performing transliteration of English alphabet into native language in the case of an English
keyboard which is widely in use. To display native language symbols, proper fonts must be
loaded.

3.   Our Work

For the encoding scheme, we prefer the Extended ASCII coding to 16-bit solutions such as
UNICODE [5] because of the advantages enlisted below.

· Size of encoding is 8 bits.
· Only the languages relevant to the user are displayed i.e. two languages English and the

native language of the user can be supported. This constitutes our bilingual policy within
the OS.

· Existing 8-bit clean applications will support the native language.

We employ the TSCII encoding scheme that makes use of the Extended ASCII codes to encode
the Tamil alphabet for our purpose [4]. But it must be emphasized here that our work is
encoding-scheme independent, as long as the scheme does not meddle with the ASCII codes,
though we have used TSCII for illustration.

For the input methods, instead of performing the transliteration of the English characters into the
Tamil alphabet at the application level, we have moved it to the kernel level so that all
applications can utilize the transliteration to provide native language support. In UNIX
environment, terminals (also referred to as tty Ð terminal teletype) act as generic input/output
interface for an application [1]. An application reads characters from the terminal as input and
sends its output to the terminal. Terminals are abstractions of the I/O devices that hide the details
of these devices and thereby ensure device independence [2]. We have placed a transliteration
engine for Tamil at the tty I/O level so that applications can read the ASCII as well as TSCII
characters. The alternative to this approach would be to carry out the transliteration at the
keyboard driver. We have not pursued this option since the user would then be restricted to
working only at the system console to avail of the transliteration facility. But with our scheme
this facility is available to users across the network who execute remote logins to the system
since the transliteration is accomplished at device independent terminal level.

For the display of Tamil, we rely upon the features of X terminals in the X environment that
allow us to load the appropriate fonts [8]. The finer points of implementation are discussed at
length in the ensuing section.
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4. Implementation Details

4.1     Platform of Implementation
We have chosen LINUX as the platform of our implementation for the following reasons.
     LINUX is a freely available, open source UNIX-type OS [7]. This fast growing platform
allows programmers to modify the OS kernel to suit their own needs. This not only liberates us
from the clutches of 'proprietary' operating systems that would restrict our efforts in native
language software to the application level, but is also a boon to us on the economic front.

4.2 Terminal I/O

In UNIX environment, physical devices are represented by files that allows portable programs
that can access both the various devices and the files with the same system calls, for example,
read and write [3]. Further, terminals allow different character devices to provide I/O to the high
level applications without any modifications to them. Within this terminal device framework,

Fig 1. The Standard Terminal I/O Model within the Kernel

Terminal device

driver

Read and write
functions

Terminal line
discipline

User process

Kernel

tty_read tty_write

Actual Input Actual Output

there exists a module called terminal line discipline that sits between the kernel's read/write
functions and the actual device driver and implements all the necessary I/O processing (e.g.
handling canonical input, echo on/off etc). We show this in Fig. 1. [1]
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In LINUX-2.0 version, we have modified the tty I/O routines (tty_read and tty_write) of the
terminal line discipline so that these routines transliterate characters if the terminal is in
transliteration mode. We have introduced a special control character called "Tamil Lock" (Ctrl-
T) similar to the POSIX.1 special characters (e.g. SUSP, WERASE, DISCARD etc) [1] which
will toggle the transliteration mode ON/OFF. With the induction of the transliteration engine
into the terminal line discipline, the altered terminal I/O scenario within the kernel appears as
shown in Fig. 2. The display of Tamil characters is done by setting the TSCII fonts (e.g. Mylai-
TSC, TSC-Akaram, Sri-TSC etc) for the X terminal in the X environment [4].

Fig 2.   The Altered Terminal I/O Scenario within  the Kernel

Terminal device driver

Read and write
functions

Terminal line
discipline

User process

Actual Input

Kernel

tty_write

tty_read

Tamil
Transliterator

Tamil
Transliterator

Actual Output
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4.3 Tamil Transliterator

The Tamil transliteration engine is a Mealy-type deterministic finite-state automaton (DFA) [8].
We have implemented the state transition table for this DFA by maintaining different tables for
different state modifier inputs. Each entry in these tables consists of the present state, the next
state and the TSCII string to be output on this transition and the number of backspaces to be
sent to erase the previous Tamil alphabet. State modifier inputs are characters, usually with
vowel sounds,  (typically the Tamil Uyir Ezhuthu) that could possibly modify the previous
Tamil alphabet typed. This at times might necessitate sending backspaces to delete the previous
alphabet sent to the application. Apart from these tables we also need a direct transliteration table
for non-modifier inputs. This is illustrated clearly with the following example.

Example:
In transliteration mode, when the user types 'k', 'k' is transliterated as Mey Ezhuthu '“'
(pronounced ik) directly since it is a non-modifier. If the next character typed is 'a', then this
Tamil alphabet must become Uyir Mey Ezhuthu 'k' (pronounced ka) due to 'a' being a state
modifier. So the output TSCII string consists of a backspace followed by the TSCII code of 'k'.
The backspace is sent to delete the letter '“'.

Thus the Tamil transliteration engine maintains state information about the previous Tamil
character and also contains a buffer that acts as a backlog for characters (implemented as FIFO
queue). The necessity for a backlog buffer arises because the transliterator may output TSCII
strings of size greater than one for single character inputs. The characters read from the input
device are fed into the Tamil transliteration engine and its output is sent to the
application/display. The schematic diagram for the transliteration engine is shown in Fig. 3.

Modifier
Transition

Table

Direct
Transliteration

Table

DFA

Backlog
Buffer

(FIFO)

Output TSCII

string
Input

Character

Fig 3.  The Transliteration Engine

5. Analysis of our work

The solution is not restricted to the Tamil language and can be extended to support other
languages by replacing the transition tables of the DFA. In this modified kernel, existing
applications that are 8-bit clean can support Tamil. For example, existing editors can directly be
used for editing Tamil text also. Tamil application programmers are relieved of the burden of re-
inventing I/O methods for Tamil since now the OS takes care of them. English and Tamil can be
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used interchangeably anywhere within the operating system after loading the proper fonts. So
this solution best suits the scenario where the users are bilingual in nature.

6. Future Work/Extensions/Recommendations

· The engine can be developed as a separate LINUX module that allows loading of
different modules dynamically for different languages.

· The engine can also be ported to the X-server so that all X applications can use the
transliteration facility.

(Note: X applications read directly from the keyboard in raw mode and do not read from the
terminal - so it is necessary to modify X-server.)

· The transliteration lock must be standardized as a POSIX special control character.
· Application writers must make their software 8-bit clean to ensure that their programs

are native language supportive.

 The above mentioned extensions will be the next phase of our work in making our own Tamil
language a part and parcel of LINUX just as Russian, Japanese or Chinese is.

7. Conclusion

Thus, for the very first time, the terminal I/O framework of UNIX like operating systems has
been exploited to support native language I/O. The transliteration engine in the terminal line
drivers has been implemented successfully. This allows the users, including remote users, to
interact with the system in both English and Tamil interchangeably. Most of the existing
applications can now support Tamil I/O without any modifications. Tamil application
programmers are relieved of the burden of devising I/O methods for Tamil since now the OS
takes care of them. Because of the device independent nature of the terminals, no changes to the
I/O device drivers are required.
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___________________________________________________________________________

Introduction

  Word Wide Web - A gift to the Information Technology that connects people of
different occupation like Business, Engineering, Medicine, Law etc. Day by day the number of
documents available on the Internet are increasing in an exponential manner.  Each and every
document is uniquely identified by a name, which we call as "UNIFORM RESOURCE
LOCATOR" (URL).

The huge nature of Internet suggests that we need a way to find out the relevant
documents required by a user by only giving keywords without knowing the exact URL's.  This
task of identifying the document collection for the specified keywords is done by a special
program, which we call a "Search Engine".

Search Engines help in pooling information from the various Web sites.  Current Search
Engines like YAHOO!, ALTAVISTA and others are capable of finding documents that are in
English language only.  At present Tamil Web sites are becoming popular and there are more
than 800 sites available in Tamil.  To visit these sites, one has to remember the exact URL of
these sites.  At present there is no Search Engine to cover these sites.

This paper presents a Search Engine that can search documents in TAMIL & ENGLISH
from the web sites. A Search Engine in the name of Thiruvalluvar  presented in this paper is the
outcome of  an MCA project work carried out at the Department of Computer Science,
Engineering and Application by Mr.Karthik under the guidance of Dr.M.Ponnavaikko.

How does a Search Engine Work ?

A Search Engine continuously spends out so-called 'Spiders', a special kind of
program, which starts in a home page of a Server and pursues all links stepwise.  Word indices
are created from individual pages and the database is updated (fig.1).

1. When a site has to be covered by a SEARCH ENGINE then it should be registered with
that Search Engine.

2. The user has to give the data to be searched, in the space provided by the SEARCH
ENGINE's current page and the query is subsequently forwarded to the database.

3. The result will be displayed with the information that correspond to that search with
clickable URLs which may take you to the pages that are related to your search.
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SEARCH PARAMETERS

QUERY ENGINE
The query engine
searches for the
requisite information
in the database, 
collects and ranks
the results

SEARCH ENGINE

INTERNETSEARCH  RESULTS

"SPIDERS"
Search Engine 
"Spiders" traverses
the Internet and 
updates the database
and the indexes

DATABASES
AND
ASSOCIATIVE
INDEXES

Fig. 1: Concept of a Search Engine

4. The results are Rank ordered.  Here, Rank may be Confidence Ranking (based on no. of
occurrences of keywords in the document) or Relevancy Ranking (based on no. of links to
that site or keywords related to the content of that site).

What Is a Bilingual Search Engine?

A Bilingual Search Engine is capable of finding documents that are in two languages.
The two languages considered here are  TAMIL & ENGLISH. This Search Engine will take
keywords both in TAMIL & ENGLISH and retrieve documents whose content will have the
given keywords in some place.

Need for a Bilingual Search Engine

At present TAMIL Web sites are available in the Internet, which are huge in number. If
one has to visit to these sites, then he/she should know the exact addresses. This is impractical,
as there are enormous number of sites available.

To overcome this difficulty we can create a Search Engine  which can cover these sites.
On accepting the keywords from the user, this Search Engine will return back the sites that will
contain the given keywords.

The font family TABxxx  standardized by the GOVERNMENT OF TAMIL NADU,
based on the recommendations of TamilNet99, includes two languages namely Tamil and
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English. The Search Engine developed is for the sites that use TABxxx fonts. The design issues
of such a Search Engine includes the following :

Development of 'Thiruvalluvar', a Bilingual Search Engine

The Bilingual Search Engine 'Thiruvalluvar' has the following features :

1. It can search a Tamil web site coded with TABxxx fonts as well as English  web sites.

2. It can search only the sites which are registered.  Registration of a site is done through the
registration module of the Search Engine. While registering a site 25 keywords for each
HTML file is obtained and stored in the Server's database.

3. The concept of Set Theoretic Model  is used for the development of the Search Engine.

4. The Search Engine works in two modes, namely Static Search and Dynamic Search. Static
Search finds documents that are having keywords registered by the site owner in the search
string which are maintaining in the Server's database. Dynamic Search finds documents that
are having the keywords inside the HTML  file content as a real time process.

5. The search results are presented as an extract of all the URLs which contains the search
string.

6. Complex search strings having AND, OR, NOT functions are used for searching the URLs
containing the search strings under both static and dynamic modes.

7. The Search Engine has classified categories and a search directory. This gives an option to
search on a desired category, which reduces the search time.

8. The Search Engine is provided with a keyboard layout (TamilNet99 keyboard) with the help
of which Tamil as well as English characters can be input through mouse.

Implementation and Testing

The Search Engine 'Thiruvalluvar' is implemented using JDK1.2, JSDK, JDBC, Java
Script & HTML.   Oracle is used to develop the database for the Server of the Search Engine.
This has been tested successfully in an Intranet environment in the college. The Home Page
(Fig.2), the Home Page with keyboard layout (Fig.3), the Page for Site Registration (Fig.4),
Advanced Search Page (Fig.5) and a Page showing the search results when the word

 was searched (Fig.6) are presented.

The main constraint of this Search Engine is that the pages can be browsed  only
through  Netscape Navigator 4.0 and above.
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Fig. 2 Home Page

Fig.3 Home page with Bilingual Keyboard
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Fig.4 Page for Site Registration

Fig. 5 Advanced Search Page
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Fig.6 Page for Search Results

Conclusion

The main problem of net users, searching for Tamil sites is the non-availability of a tool
for searching Tamil web sites. In this effort an effective search engine in the name of
Thiruvalluvar has been developed as a Bilingual  Search  Engine for searching Tamil as well as
English web sites. This search engine incorporates both static and dynamic searches. The only
limitation of this tool is that it can be used only through Netscape Navigator 4.0 and above.
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"Tamil Java" : A Tamil Preprocessor for Java

Dr.M.Ponnavaikko, Prof. & HOD,CSE&A,
S.S.Sriram & S.Syed Shajahan, Final year students of B.E.(CSE)

Crescent Engineering College,Vandalur, Chennai-600 048
___________________________________________________________________________

The invention of the computer has been the greatest achievement of this century; English
has a great impact on all the applications. But the people who donÕt know English were not
able to use the computer effectively, There is a need for developing software in Tamil so that
Tamil speaking people can use computers effectively. It is very difficult to design and develop
basic Tamil Software for every application, particularly with reference to the exploding rate of
growth of computer software. But it is possible to develop preprocessors for every new English
based software so that people can use it easily. Based on this fact ”îñ¤ö¢ ü£õ£” has been
created through a student project.

In Java there are two kinds of programs, namely application programs and applet
programs. This preprocessor for Java is developed for writing  Java application programs. The
preprocessor developed has two parts. One is to develop Tamil Java syntax for developing Java
application programs and the other is to generate error messages in Tamil while compiling the
Java programs. This paper presents these aspects with examples.

Tamil Java Programming

The Tamil Java Programs are developed using the Tamil syntax designed for this
purpose. The Java syntax is given in the Appendix.

The ”îñ¤ö¢ ü£õ£” programs written in Tamil are converted into an intermediate
English  Java program by the Java preprocessor designed and developed in this work when the
Tamil Java program is compiled. The execution sequence of Tamil Java program is given in
Fig.1.

Tamil Java
program

Intermediate
English file

Java
compiler

Byte code file
(class file)

Java
Interpreter

Output

Fig 1  Execution of a Tamil program
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îñ¤ö¢ ü£õ£ ðòù¢ð£ì¢´ð¢ð°î¤ ªî£ìó¤òô¢è÷¢

The different statement that are used in the java programs are

1. Declaration statements
º¿ âí¢ int i;

2.  Assignment  statements
è  = ñ * õ - î; a=b*c-d;

3. Condidtional statements
a.   âù¤ô¢ Ãø¢Á   ( IF statement )

 âù¤ô¢ (ï¤ðï¢î¬ù) if( condition )
{ {

----------------; ------------------;
----------------; ------------------;

} }

4. Iterative statements

a. àí¢¬ñªòù¤ô¢ Ãø¢Á ( while statement  )

àí¢¬ñªòù¤ô¢ (ï¤ðï¢î¬ù) while ( condition )
{ {

     ____________; ___________;
  ____________; __________;

} }

5.Input / Output Statements in Java

Ü¬ñð¢¹ à÷¢ð® (ðíñ¢);
System.in.read(amount);

The syntaxes for the Tamil java have been framed[refer appendix]

Errors Messages:

It is human nature to commit errors and hence, the program written may contain some
errors. The preprocessor developed incorporates error messages in Tamil. The errors committed
are found by using hash table entries,  during the conversion of Tamil file to intermediate
English file. The Hash tables used are given in the Table 1.

Table 1: Hash tables that were used in the project
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Hash Table No. Fields in the Table
1 Tamil Java Keyword: Index

2 Class Name Index: Tamil Class Name

3 Method Name Index: Tamil Method Name

4 Object / Variable Name Index: Object / Variable Name

5 Method Name Index : Class Name Index

6 Object / Variable Name Index : Class / Method Name Index

7 Tamil letter : English Letter

8 Tamil word : Assigned English word

9 Derived Class Name Index : Base Class Name Index

This software has implemented 9 error messages as given in Table 2.

Table 2: Errors that were handled in the project

ERROR NUMBER ERROR MESSAGE
1 '{' Ü¬ìð¢¹è¢°ø¤ õ¤ìð¢ðì¢´÷¢÷¶
2 '}'  Ü¬ìð¢¹è¢°ø¤ õ¤ìð¢ðì¢´÷¢÷¶
3 '('  Ü¬ìð¢¹è¢°ø¤ õ¤ìð¢ðì¢´÷¢÷¶
4 ')'   Ü¬ìð¢¹è¢°ø¤ õ¤ìð¢ðì¢´÷¢÷¶
5 "   õ¤ìð¢ðì¢´÷¢÷¶
6 ›õ¬øòÁè¢èð¢ðì£î ñ£ø¤
7 ›õ¬øòÁè¢èð¢ðì£î àÁð¢¹
8 Þï¢î õ°ð¢ð¤ù¢ ªêò¢º¬ø è£íõ¤ô¢¬ô
9 Þï¢î õ°ð¢ð¤ù¢ ñ£ø¤ è£íõ¤ô¢¬ô

The situations where the errors will be displayed are given below.

'{'  '}'    Ü¬ìð¢¹è¢°ø¤ õ¤ìð¢ðì¢´÷¢÷¶
This error message is displayed when the matching flower brackets are missing in the

program..

'(' ')'    Ü¬ìð¢¹è¢°ø¤ õ¤ìð¢ðì¢´÷¢÷¶
This error message is displayed when the matching brackets are missing in line.

" õ¤ìð¢ðì¢´÷¢÷¶
This error message is displayed when the matching Ò are not found in the line.

õ¬øòÁè¢èð¢ðì£î ñ£ø¤
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This error message is displayed when any variable, used is not declared. This error is
mainly for the local variable.

Þï¢î õ°ð¢ð¤ù¢ ªêò¢º¬ø è£íõ¤ô¢¬ô

This error message is displayed when the function called does not belong to this class or
to the class that the object belongs to.

Þï¢î õ°ð¢ð¤ù¢ ñ£ø¤ è£íõ¤ô¢¬ô

This error message is displayed when the function called does not  belong to the class
that tha object belongs to.

õ¬øòÁè¢èð¢ðì£î àÁð¢¹

This error message is displayed when the object that is used is  not  declared.

A Java application program for Matrix multiplication

A Tamil Java program written, using the syntax developed for Matrix multiplication is given
below :

õ°ð¢¹ ªð¼è¢èô¢
{

ªð£¶ ñ£ø£ ªõÁ¬ñ ºîô¢ ( êóñ¢    )
{

º¿âí¢ ñ1  [][]={
        {2,2,2},
        {1,1,1},
        {1,1,1}
     };

º¿âí¢ ñ2[][]={
        {2,1,1},
        {2,1,1},
        {2,1,1}
     };

º¿âí¢ ñ3[][]= ð¶ º¿âí¢  [3][3];
º¿ âí¢,Þ.è.à;
Þ = è * à = 0
 Ü¬ñð¢¹.ªõ÷¤.Üê¢ê¤´ ("  Þóí¢´ Üí¤è¬÷ ªð¼è¢°ñ¢ ï¤óô¢ ");

            Ü¬ñð¢¹.ªõ÷¤.Üê¢ê¤´ ("        ---------------------------------------");
            àí¢¬ñªòù¤ô¢  (_<3)

{
è=0;
àí¢¬ñªòù¤ô¢ ¢(è<3)
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{
    ñ3[_][è]=0;
    à=0;

                      àí¢¬ñªòù¤ô¢  (à<3)
    {

    ñ3[_][è]+=ñ1[_][Þ]*ñ2[à][ô];
    à++;

     }
    è++;
}
Þ++;

}
Ü¬ñð¢¹.ªõ÷¤.Üê¢ê¤´ ("   ºîô£ñ¢ Üí¤  ñ1 :: ");
Ýè (Þ=0;Þ<3;Þ++)
{
   Ýè (è=0;è<3;è++)

           {
       Ü¬ñð¢¹.ªõ÷¤.Üê¢ê¤´è  (ñ1[Þ][è]+"  ");

           }
   Ü¬ñð¢¹.ªõ÷¤.Üê¢ê¤´ ();
}
Ü¬ñð¢¹.ªõ÷¤.Üê¢ê¤´ ();

            Ü¬ñð¢¹.ªõ÷¤.Üê¢ê¤´ ("     Þóí¢ì£ñ¢ Üí¤ ñ2 :: ");

Ýè  (Þ=0;Þ<3;Þ++)
{

Ýè (Þ=0;Þ<3;Þ++)
        {

      Ü¬ñð¢¹.ªõ÷¤.Üê¢ê¤´ (ñ2[Þ][è]+"  ");
        }

      Ü¬ñð¢¹.ªõ÷¤.Üê¢ê¤´ ();
}
Ü¬ñð¢¹.ªõ÷¤.Üê¢ê¤´ ();

            Ü¬ñð¢¹.ªõ÷¤.Üê¢ê¤´ ("   Þóí¢ì£ñ¢ Üí¤è¬÷ ªð¼è¢è¤òîø¢° ð¤ø°¡.....");
            Ü¬ñð¢¹.ªõ÷¤.Üê¢ê¤´ ("  Íù¢ø£ñ¢ Üí¤ ñ3 :: ");

Ýè (Þ=0;Þ<3;Þ++)
{
    Ýè (è=0;è<Þ;è++)

            {
        Ü¬ñð¢¹.ªõ÷¤.Üê¢ê¤´  (ñ3[Þ][è]+"  ");
    }

                Ü¬ñð¢¹.ªõ÷¤.Üê¢ê¤´ ();
}

}
}
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This program was compiled and executed. The intermediate English Java program
generated by the preprocessor is given below. It may be noted that this English Java program
will not be seen by the user when he is compiling and executing the Tamil Java program.

import java.io.*;
class YeHparukaIkalaI
{

public static void main(String cha[])
{

int ma1[][]={
        {2,2,2},
        {1,1,1},
        {1,1,1}
     };

int ma2[][]={
        {2,1,1},
        {2,1,1},
        {2,1,1}
     };

int ma3[][]=new int[3][3];
int ye,ka,ooh;
ye=ka=ooh=0;
System.out.println("   Þóí¢́  Üí¤è¬÷ ªð¼è¢°ñ¢ ï¤óô¢ ");

            System.out.println("        ---------------------------------------");
            while(ye<3)

{
ka=0;
while(ka<3)
{
    ma3[ye][ka]=0;
    ooh=0;

                      while(ooh<3)
    {

    ma3[ye][ka]+=ma1[ye][ooh]*ma2[ooh][ka];
        ooh++;
    }
    ka++;
}
ye++;

}
System.out.println("  ºîô£ñ¢ Üí¤ ñ1 :: ");
for(ye=0;ye<3;ye++)
{
   for(ka=0;ka<3;ka++)

           {
        System.out.print(ma1[ye][ka]+"  ");
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           }
   System.out.println();
}
System.out.println();

            System.out.println("  Þóí¢ì£ñ¢ Üí¤  ñ2 :: ");

for(ye=0;ye<3;ye++)
{
    for(ka=0;ka<3;ka++)

            {
        System.out.print(ma2[ye][ka]+"  ");

            }
    System.out.println();
}
System.out.println();

            System.out.println("    Þóí¢́  Üí¤è¬÷ ªð¼è¢è¤òîø¢° ð¤ø°¡.....");
            System.out.println("   Íù¢ø£ñ¢ Üí¤  ñ3 :: ");

for(ye=0;ye<3;ye++)
{
    for(ka=0;ka<3;ka++)

            {
        System.out.print(ma3[ye][ka]+"  ");
    }

                System.out.println();
}

}
}

The results computed for the Tamil Java program is given below :

ê:\> ü£õ£ê¤ ªð¼è¢èô¢.  ü£õ£
     ªõø¢ø¤èóñ£è ªî£°è¢èð¢ðì¢ì¶

ê:\> ü£õ£ ªð¼è¢èñ¢

Þóí¢´ Üí¤è¬÷ ªð¼è¢°ñ¢ ï¤óô¢
---------------------------------------
     ºîô£ñ¢ Üí¤   ñ1 ::

2 2 2
1 1 1
1 1 1

    Þóí¢ì£ñ¢ Üí¤ ñ2 ::
2 1 1
2 1 1
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2 1 1

     Þóí¢´ Üí¤è¬÷ ªð¼è¢è¤òîø¢° ð¤ø°¡.....
     Íù¢ø£ñ¢ Üí¤ ñ3 ::

12 6 6
 6  3 3
 6  3 3

ê:\>

Conclusion
The Tamil preprocessor for Java was found very effective and user friendly. This

preprocessor does not exhaustively cover the entire of Java syntax for want of time and effort,
since this was developed as a part of the B.E. curriculum along with the regular theory papers.
However, it would not be very difficult to develop a preprocessor for complete Java.  At this
juncture it is appropriate to state that the students of 1999 batch of this department had
developed a Tamil preprocessor for   "C" language.  In a similar way Tamil preprocessors for
all the compilers and Tamil Window Manager for all Operating Systems would help greatly the
Tamil speaking world for using computers effectively.
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Idham-2000:
Advanced Tamil Interface for Microsoft Windows

Manoj Annadurai & Benjamin Martyn
Chennai Kavigal, Chennai, Tamilnadu

___________________________________________________________________________

"It was not my opinion; I think there is no sense in forming an opinion when there is no
evidence to form it on. If you build a person without any bones in him he may look fair enough
to the eye, but he will be limber and cannot stand up; and I consider that evidence is the bones
of an opinion" - Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc

"I was seldom able to see an opportunity until it had ceased to be one" - Mark Twain's
Autobiography

i2000 - Its implication for Tamil:

"In a central Asian country, where western tongues are rarely spoken", an eight year old, tells
his father that he has to learn English. The father asks why. "Because, father, the computer
speaks English." That story, notes Asiaweek, "illustrates what many consider to be a insidious
side effect of the Information superhighway..."

Use of other languages, is slowed in some cases because of the difficult of adapting them to the
English-based keyboard. "There will be a price to pay", says Asiaweek. "Linguists predict that
half of some 6,000 languages spoken today, will fall into disuse by the end of the next century,
possible within the next 20 years".

Newsweek magazine suggests that languages are being "pushed into oblivion by other 'big'
languages." Professor Stephen Wurm, editor of Atlas of the World's Languages in Danger of
Disappearing, published by the United Nations Educational. Scientific, and Cultural
Organization, adds ; "There's often a belief that you should forget the 'small' languages of the
minorities, because they have no value".

"It is said that in these days of electronics and computers English is essential. Japan is a leading
country in scientific development and the students there learn in their mother tongue. Chine,
soon after the British handed over Hong Kong, did away with the English based education.

Even in India English is the lingua franca of only a microscopic section of the ruling gentry.
English may be useful to maintain colonial and semi-colonial rule but it may never be the
fulcrum of our cultural and emotional integration. In short, English is not the language of
emotion. And as long as the language of emotion does not become the language of education
knowledge cannot be born" - A.K.ROY - The Hindu

In a letter dated May 20, 1999 addressed to the Secretary - Information Technology, Govt. of
Tamil Nadu, Microsoft Corporation states that" ... our plan is to ship only the INSCRIPT
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keyboard in Windows 2000...". This in effect would nullify, all the path-breaking, historic
efforts taken by the Tamil Nadu Government, in one, swift, complete stroke. Given the growth
and usage of the Windows computing platform, it is an obvious prediction to state that
Windows 2000, (to be released in late 1999) would be on all desktops by 2000. Thus,
Microsoft would be introducing a keyboard layout and a font encoding scheme, which stands in
stark contradiction to what the Govt. has painstakingly built and recommended.

What i2000 is:

i2000 is envisioned to be a Tamil Veneer for Microsoft Windows 32-bit. As a module i2000
would add the following functionality:

 Amplify Windows support for Tamil programs
 Bring about a radical change for "all-Tamil" Computing
 Enhance the User interface, making computing many times easier.
 Build up a 100% Tamil computer from the ground up.
A comprehensive help system ensures computing is a lot more fun and productive.
iSteersman will assist you with many common computer problems.

Amplifying Windows support for Tamil programs:

Tamil as a language has many a difference in structure when compared to English. A
Programmer dedicated to Tamil computing, would be aware of such limitations faced when
using an Application Programming Interface, which does not consider these problems, such as
what is provided by Microsoft Windows. i2000, would thus make a lot of difference from the
Computing providers viewpoint.

Bring about a radical change for "all-Tamil" Computing:

In every page of Computing history, the Interface has been only designed for "big" languages.
Hence rich languages, such as Tamil would fail to enter computing "big-time". i2000, brings
about a total Tamil Environment. This ensures that users with Zero knowledge of the English
language, can not just operate, but effectively use computing power. i2000 supports
connectivity with all major network technologies, such as Windows NT and Novell Netware.
This also stretches into internet computing, as a complete Tamil Browser is included as part of
the package. Hence the Tamil user, will no longer be limited in growth of his knowledge, and
will have no less than the very best.

Enhance the User Interface, making computing many times easier:

i2000 improvises time-tested enhancements to the Windows 32-bit computing platform. This
would be a first in many ways. Work is already underway, researching into ways in which
computing workload of the end user can be downloaded on to the computer.

Building a 100% Tamil Computer-from the ground up:
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Right from the moment the OS starts, all processing will be done in the Native language-Tamil.
This means constructing a system from the ground up, including updates and patches for basic
to advanced services provided by Microsoft's Windowing Environment. i2000 will continue
support for English applications and other existing software designed by ISV's.

A Comprehensive help system ensures computing is a lot more fun and productive.

Always available whenever a user requires it, it provides help on a wide variety of tasks-from
Installing a Software to i2000 advanced Internet/Intranet options.

Active Help:
i2000 will have Web-based on-line help. Help and additional information on advanced i2000
configuration could be found on Chennai Kavigal or on Elcot's website. This Web location will
also contain i2000 FAQ's and related RFC's.

i Steersman will assist you with many common computer problems.
For Instance, if you are having difficulty installing a new printer, the iSteersman will walk you
through the process, step by step. iSteersman uses new technology to keep its help information
in track with current topics and standards.

End Package:

1. A Software that would:
Amplify Windows support for Tamil programs
Bring about a radical change for "all-Tamil" Computing
Enhance the User interface, making computing many times easier.
Build up a 100% Tamil computer from the ground up.
A comprehensive help system ensures computing is a lot more fun and productive.
Assist with iSteersman to solve many common computer problems.

2.  Two thousand copies on CD-ROMs
3. Complete Licensing and Copyrights of the finished product necessary for further

reproduction.

Benefits:

Tamil language, The people of Tamil Nadu, and Tamil Nadu Government will be the first to
posses such a software, not only in India but perhaps in the World. This revolutionary concept
would trigger a avalanche of Tamil software not only in the word processing arena but perhaps
even in accounting, educational and research applications. i2000 would push the usage of
computing from current 2% to a very large number at an exponential rate.
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Development of PANDITHAM-Based
Applications for Thamizh

P. Navaneethan, R. Madheswaran, R. Balasubramaniam,
and R.V. Bharathidasan

Department of Computer Applications
PSG College of Technology, Coimbatore , India

___________________________________________________________________________

INTRODUCTION

PANDITHAM (A rotocol for pplicatio s evelopment n mizh and
ultilingual Computing) has a broad spectrum of applications like Word Processor, Text to

Speech Synthesis, and Thamizh Database Management System.
This paper looks at some of the key issues involved in the implementation of a

Multilingual word processor and Thamizh Database Management System.  The paper also
highlights the techniques used for Multilingual Text to Speech synthesis, based on
PANDITHAM protocol.

Coding Scheme for the Name: ó é¢ è ó£ ü ù¢
DLC TM1 ó é¢ è ó£  MLC TM2 ü ù¢ SP  DLC ASC R NULL
Where, SP - Blank Space

1) MULTILINGUAL WORD PROCESSOR

The word processors that are currently available support multilingual computing only if the
word processor supports the font corresponding for that language. But a true Multilingual word
processor must support the concept of a language and a number of fonts for that particular
language. This character oriented word processor that is designed, based on PANDITHAM,
goes with the language and not on the fonts themselves. All the common features of the word
processor are supported, and in addition, this word processor supports the concept of language
also. The features of this word processor make it easily extendible to include many other
languages also. A particular language has a default font. The language would also support
several other fonts for better user interface and to make documents have an aesthetic look.
Since the Word processor developed is character oriented, the problems associated with Glyph
based system like Kerning and Mis-scripting do not find a place.

DESIGN OF LANGAUAGE AND FONT DATABASE

As mentioned earlier, any multilingual data processing should be based on the language
and not on fonts, which are vulnerable to change. To facilitate this, a database is to be
maintained, in the WinSysPath/language directory. The two main tables are Language database
and the Font database. The Language database consists of details like unique Language code,
Language name, Classification, and Weight. The languages are classified into 3 categories based
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on the amount of storage requirements. The first category comprises of languages like English,
which occupy single byte/character. The best example of second category would be Japanese
language, which require 2 bytes/character.  The language Thamizh comes under the third
category, whose storage requirements lies in between 1 and 2 bytes/character (on the average
1.1 bytes/character).  This is basically due to the presence of infrequently used Thamizh
characters (Grantha characters).

The font database stores a unique font code, font name and the language to which it
belongs. Apart from these, a default font database is also maintained.

The structure of the above mentioned database is described below
Private Type Lang /* Language Record Structure */
    LangCode As Byte /* Unique Language Code */
    LangName As String /* Language Name */
    Weight As Byte /* Language Weight for sorting */
Classification As Byte /*1 English Like, 2 Japanese Like, 3 Thamizh Like */
End Type
Private Type Fonts /* Font Record Structure */
    FontCode As Byte /* Unique Font Code */
    FontName As String /* Name of the Font */
    LangCode As Byte /* Language it belongs to */
End Type
Private Type Defa /* Default Font Record Structure */
    LangCode As Byte
    FontCode As Byte
End Type

Multilingual Word Processor (MLWP) is a multiple document interface application. Any
number of documents can be open in the main window. A file can be keyed in the document
space. Then, the same can be saved in two formats. The first one being the standard
Multilingual data format, PANDITHAM. The second one being the formatted standard output,
the Rich Text Format. The same can be opened and loaded into MLWP irrespective of the
stored format. The opened file can be sent to any installed printer either as the selected portion
or as a whole.

Standard editing features like cut, copy, paste, undo is added. The same is visualized in
the tool bar. The text can be right aligned, left aligned or center aligned. A status bar is also
added to say current status with date and time. Both the toolbar and the status bar can be toggled
for visibility as desired by the user. The windows opened in the main window can be easily
arranged and manipulated. The provision to incorporate a complete help engine is provided.

As most of the processing in the MLWP are based on the language, a separate database
for language and font is maintained. This is taken care by the ÒLanguageFontMaintenanceÓ
module of the MLWP. In the document window, all the possible languages are listed.
According to the language selected, fonts belonging to that particular language alone are listed.
Also, if a selection in a document consists of multiple language then the font change is not
allowed, though MLWP allows for attribute (like bold, italic) change.
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For Thamizh, the phonetic keyboard layout standardised in TamilNet Õ99 is used. The
features like spell check and grammar can easily be incorporated once sufficient data has been
entered.

Fig 1 shows our Multilingual Word Processor in action

2) THAMIZH DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

One of the important functions of a DBMS is sorting. The process of Sorting the
multilingual data, which is based on Glyph, takes much time, since, it requires complex parsing.
A Character oriented PANDITHAM protocol helps sort multilingual string very fast.
Moreover, a Thamizhan may like to have Thamizh names first, while sorting names. Likewise,
people who speak Kannada, Telugu etc., may like to have their language before any language.
Hence it is necessary to implement Language based ordering too. But, this is not feasible with
the existing DBMSs, since, they do not have the concept of language. Also, they donÕt have
any standard storing formats for multilingual data.

The purpose of this Thamizh Database Management System (TDBMS) is to enable the
user, who knows Thamizh and who has an inclination towards database application, to develop
and maintain a Thamizh database of his/her need. This Thamizh DBMS would facilitate the
definition of database, the field names, the data types, the constraints and the interfaces,
specified in Thamizh. To sort the multilingual data, stored in the database, a multilingual string
compare function has been developed. Most of the basic DBMS features have been
incorporated. The languages, fonts and the default font for a language are used by Thamizh
DBMS, are available in the \WINSysPath\Language directory. Any other PANDITHAM based
multilingual tool could use this.

Consider a table with n number of fields. It will create n + 3 files, to store the table
completely. The meta-data, i.e., the description of the table is stored in one file. The meta-data
file will have the following data.
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Number of Records
Number of Fields
FieldName FieldType FieldWidth Constraint

Fig.2 to Fig.5 provides snapshots of some of the screens that are there in the PANDITHAM
based Thamizh Database Management System

Fig. 2 shows the Main Menu of the application.

Fig 3 shows the input screen  for the database name.
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Fig 4 shows the creation of a database

The main menu of the Thamizh DBMS, contains the following items.
«è£ð¢¹ (File)
ðòù¢ð£´ (Application)
àîõ¤  (Help)
The «è£ð¢¹ menu has following sub-menus.
¹î¤ò¶ (New), î¤øè¢è¾ñ¢ (Open), ïù¢ø¤  (Thanks)

Fig. 5  shows a typical data entry screen

An important feature of this TDBMS is that for every data type, there is an exclusive
data entry form, which can be invoked at entry time.
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3) THAMIZH TEXT TO SPEECH SYNTHESIS

If we analyze the transition that has underwent in human communicating with computer;
it can be realized that, this transition has been smooth and effective.  In the beginning, every
input-output operation was using toggle switches and bulbs.  Then came punched cards,
keyboards, pointing devices. But, march to make computers communicate in ways that come
naturally to humans continues. In the quest for a perfectly transparent user interface, speech is
perhaps the final frontier, short of direct brain-link, and hence speech would contribute to an
ideal user interface, especially for na•ve users, because it is natural, flexible, efficient and
economical form of communication.  The various process associated with text to speech
synthesis, in, general is shown in Fig.6

Text
Text

Parsing
&

Analysis

Underlying
Linguistic

Representation

Speech
Synthesis

The linguistic representation is done using PANDITHAM, where the coding scheme helps in
finding compact descriptions for speech signals or phonemes.  PANDITHAM defines speech
units, each of which symbolizes the sound of a human utterance.  These discrete speech units
are joined to regenerate the speech in such a way that the joins are not evident, using digital
signal processing techniques.

The Fig. 7 shows how PANDITHAM can be used for synthesizing speech from the
given Thamizh text.

The synthesizer uses concatenative techniques for speech synthesis.  The basis on which
this concatenation has to be done forms the phonetic analyser.   Phonetic analysis is concerned
with processing input text, and producing the current phonetic representation for that text.

The straightforward method would be to have a look-up of a database, which contains
the phonetic representations.  This database is constructed on the basis of a table, which has
been constructed by analyzing various words, and then, identifying various phonemes, which
needs to be processed as a single diphone.  This table helps in determining optimal combination
of wave files for better quality speech output.

The input Thamizh string is translated into PANDITHAM codes, which has to be
analysed before deciding on the wave files, which are to be played to give the best quality
output.  The Diphone is identified in a given Thamizh string by searching a database of Diphone
wave files.  Care has been taken to pronounce or read the trivial cases in Thamizh like kbfk,
kbfBkfekaqf, kdfD, kdfci etc.

There are few other special cases in Thamizh, where three phonemes join as single
phoneme.  For example in case of  `rfcfc[a, if synthesized separately, would not give the correct
effect, and hence rfcfc has to be recorded separately and treated as a single phoneme, may be we
can call this as 
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To account for situations, like the above one, a diphone database is created based on the
tabulated data.  It is easy to search the input string in the diphone database, as it is in the
PANDITHAM format.  The database is customizable, as any new diphone, if identified at a
later stage, can be added to the existing database without any difficulties, which makes
multilingual text to speech synthesis easy.

Based on the input PANDITHAM string, the diphone database is searched for
identifying the special cases (mentioned earlier). After identifying special cases, if any, the
database is searched for diphone/triphone.  If the combination is not found, then distinct
segments are identified, which gives the phonetic representation of the input string.  The various
search results helps in building an array of wave files, which represent the input string
phonetically, and at last corresponding  wave files are played.

CONCLUSION:

This paper has given a brief description of various applications that has been developed
using PANDITHAM protocol.  The multilingual text to speech synthesis engine has been
developed, which proves the efficiency of PANDITHAM for handling text to speech synthesis.
The Thamizh database management system has also been developed with bare minimum
facilities and the developed multilingual word processor shows a new dimension to multilingual
computing.
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